CHAPTER 5  NOVEL DSM DESIGN APPROACH

5.1 Introduction

This research established new way and investigated appropriate constraints to develop distributed shared memory mechanism for multiple computer architecture. This study and projected approach describe that DSM achieved first in the software and the second is in hardware like network interfaces and cache coherence courses. The different aspects of by the runtime system, an operating system, by utilizing a programming library and by ranging underlying virtual address space structure are used to implement distributed shared memory in software programming by the developer.

The idea offerings modeling techniques comprise a shared variable and data structured for implementing DSM with multiprocessor framework. This whole system archetype is designed and developed on Linux platform by using C language. Here, format of input instructions managed by application specific processors. A shared memory management utilities like to manage lookup, handle requests from client systems, recognizing data with the global naming scheme, locking mechanism, fetching data from remotely located nodes, optimization, scheduling, fetching results etc are handled by the memory controller with the help of DSM algorithm and protocol and provide illusion of global address space. Finally, according to the current era if the DSM requirement changes, then system will be easily upgradable.

With a distributed shared mechanism provide single address space to process shared data in comparison of the message passing method. These processes can use by application programs in a system with a shared address space in the same way they use normal local memory. That is, data in the shared space are accessed through read and write operations. As a result, applications can pass shared information by reference. Below in Fig. 5.1 describes the DSM architecture in details. To execute distributed computations, a shared memory archetype is developed on multiple computer systems. If no physical memory available in a distributed system like a tightly coupled architecture. For loosely coupled dispersed computing systems, then
no provision to develop such kind of method. Still shared memory abstraction is provided by the software layer to the application. These divisions also characterize granularity units to be shared within the virtual address space. To write distributed shared memory application for multiple computer can provide a number of benefits as stated below:

- For the multiple computer system, to develop shared memory difficult with hardware which can be attempted with concepts of software.
- The shared memory application written in software are smaller and easier to understand the data sharing concept.
- The communication of complex or large data structures may easier to manage inside the network.
- The data sharing problems are completely talked by distributed shared memory programs.
- The complete process to process communication provided transparently in programming of memory.
- The software distributed shared memory system have compact structure, easy implementation and expansion.

Figure 5.1 Block Diagram of DSM Framework
5.2 Virtual Memory Organization

The share memory region required by several processors is creating an abstraction of virtual shared memory space comprise shared variables and data structure and remain address space is local or private. So, the problem is over paging with pages problem is transformed to maintain potentially distributed, replicated shared contents based on a shared variable on the interconnected network. This kind of architecture program or developer decide which shared variable to make available globally and memory controller keep an index of the shared variables in the distributed atmosphere as described in Fig. 5.2. This concept believes the system developer to decide about the variables to share in the system through shared region. The memory problems like a thrashing and false sharing are discarded in this implementation because each shared variable managed individually. In the shared memory it is possible to assign or update value of one variable without affecting other such kind of organization of shared variable is less important.

![Figure 5.2 Global Shared Address Space](image)

It is required that system must make distributed shared memory possible by use of sharing of contents and good performance with the appropriate utilities of logical memory management in a distributed atmosphere. Software DSM systems also have the flexibility to organize the shared memory region in different ways. The page based approach organizes shared memory into pages of fixed size. In contrast, the object based approach organizes the
shared memory region as an abstract space for storing shareable objects of variable sizes. Another commonly seen implementation uses a tuple space, in which the unit of sharing is a tuple. Shared memory architecture may involve separating memory into shared parts distributed amongst nodes and main memory or distributing all memory between nodes. A coherence protocol, chosen in accordance with a consistent model, maintains memory coherence.

Amongst the shared region shared variables are all desirable by all the process of distributed network, which are selected by the programmer or application. The processor having its local memory space in that other data resided in several forms. This address space is private to that processor and not contribute as a part of virtual address space. Memory controller require to update the index in case of data replication or migration in the approach. This property of management by memory controller and system to process each shared variable separately give great effort to neglect false sharing issue. Any system process can make remote data available by requesting through memory controller.
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Figure 5.3 Memory Reference by Processor P1

The distributed shared memory system's efficiency and performance depend on a memory consistency model and a suitable protocol for implementing that system. Fig. 5.3 describes memory operations. Here, process P1 wishing to access data 7 in shared global virtual address space. Data 7 is remotely located at process P3. So, the request is sent via memory controller and
request has been served. If it is located in the local memory of site P1 then there will be local memory access. The data are located at remote node so it will send a request through memory controller. The memory controller will manage lookup of system. So, the request has been served to P1 as described in Fig. 5.4. In this research, design of a variable based software distributed shared memory system is proposed for clusters of workstations and it uses write invalidate protocol and sequential consistency. In the former migrating home protocols, forwarding request for searching homes to recover the page fault results in increasing overheads and broadcast mechanism for migration notices of the home also causes network traffic increased (48). The contribution of this research is to combine the replication approach with broadcast one in write invalidate protocol in order to reduce communication overhead and network traffic in accessing shared data. This model is simple, but can reduce the network traffic to less than half occurred in broadcast approach and obviously reduce overheads of forwarding approach in the software DSM system.

![Figure 5.4 Response to Requested Data from DSM](image)

**5.2.1 Memory Controller Formation**

The issues of distributed shared memory are neglected in studies of loosely coupled and shared memory systems where the research relies on the only perspective of throughput optimization. Many disputes of such kind of DSM and loosely coupled systems are removed by this methodology and its benefits. Within a network and shared space each shared elements are identified by a global naming scheme. If specific site wants to access shared
region, then to access shared data on remote site it will use index managed by memory controller where the shared data identified by global name.

![System Memory Controller Structure](image)

**Figure 5.5 System Memory Controller Structure**

Meanwhile, all shared data items are visible to all the sites, there is a unique global naming scheme to avoid such conflicts. The memory controller of a distributed shared memory system executes the translation of the physical to logical address to fetch the shared data from remote computer. The memory controller will manage a global directory of shared data items of all sites. In short, here memory controller is a software layer on local memories that makes virtual shared memory possible. As shown in Fig. 5.5 memory controller will connect with all the system local memory and that will perform virtual memory management task. Excluding that it will also perform address conversion, fetching, scheduling and optimization. Still, such a methodology would not be appropriate if the size of shared data is less. In such instance, after communication with the memory controller requesting site have a location about shared remote data to access. Here Fig. 5.6 specifies virtual memory operations. Here, in $x$ is shared variable. First process wishing to access value of $x$ which is located at remote sites. So, the process will read the value of $x$ with the help of the memory controller. While the second process wishing to update the value of $x$ to $x'$ (49). That will also require to negotiate with the memory controller and update the value. In case of a reading request memory controller returns the requested shared value. For, update request it will send acknowledgement to requesting site. The system is
aware about all shared contents of shared memory as programmed. So, the memory controller will handle all the virtual memory management tasks dynamically.

![Virtual Memory Management](image)

**Figure 5.6 Virtual Memory Management (24)**

### 5.2.2 SDM Algorithm Configuration

This section represents shared distributed memory (SDM) algorithm structure somewhere the memory controller that acting main character with share memory illusion and scheme of distributed shared memory management. Memory controller provides its utilities in cooperation with SDM algorithm. All executions enthusiastically handle by the memory controller for proposed architecture.
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**Figure 5.7 Shared Virtual Space with SDM**

When the shared data are speeded over physically distributed systems require maintain index and other statistics of distributed shared memory. It
has the main task to map statistics like a lookup and actions in the distributed shared memory. So, index mechanism and action to maintain a coherence view handle by the memory controller. Fig. 5.7 illustrations formation of memory controller with SDM to construct the logical shared space. Program text or client application and SDM algorithm reside on any set of distributed network. That will create the illusion of global address space with the help of memory controller as described in Fig. 5.7. SDM algorithm will connect to all local memory inside systems. According to SDM methodology different process can read and write shared data contents based on full replication. It will manage memory read write operations to memory controller as described in Fig. 5.8. So, process wishing to read shared the contents of remote node, then a copy will be available through memory controller utility. Same way access can be done for write operations. For, concurrent execution by different node, it will follow the specific consistency mechanism. Here, Fig. 5.8 also describes the configuration and example of mapping done by the memory controller in the local memory of individual sites.

![Figure 5.8 Memory Controller with SDM Algorithm](image)

The memory controller operation management of virtual shared memory system makes the system more efficient by providing utilities like handle requests from processors, to accomplish lookup, locking mechanism, converting instruction format, scheduling, retrieving data from remote devices, display, data synchronization, optimization etc. Following Fig. 5.9 shows the instruction execution flow by site. In case of memory operation performed by
different client or host if the data request is not local that will be served by the memory controller of the system that is depicted as a sequencer in the diagram.
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**Figure 5.9 Instructions Execution**

After updating virtual memory client will receive acknowledgement from the memory controller. In comparison, of traditional shared memory handling algorithm, there are several gains in software based distributed shared memory to programming algorithm. The SDM algorithm provides the utility of multiple read and multiple write on shared data. An index mechanism is maintained at one site on DSM system. The identity of all remote data request to read and write provided by the memory controller. Global naming schemes applied to find remotely located data contents and required index and identity, send to requesting site by the memory controller to perform data access locally.

**5.2.3 Semantics of Memory Access**

Once local memory is allocated, an access control mechanism determines whether that memory contains a valid copy of the data. If not, the mechanism invokes an access policy to acquire up to date data or additional access permissions. A copy’s validity may depend on the type of the access, in most protocols, replicated copies are valid for reading but not for writing. The access policy includes both the global allocation policy, which selects the node to which a particular request is sent, and the coherence protocol, which determines how requests are handled. Fig. 5.10 describes memory access
policy for local and remotely located shared data items. This policy uses both messaging and access controls. For example, the policy may send messages telling other sites to make their copies invalid before it lets the local node write its copy.

Figure 5.10 Flow of Memory Access Semantics (48)

If a fault occurs for data requested at local not access will done through memory controller. The mapping executed by memory controller, which is one transition and mapping between physical and logical address space. Fig. 5.11 describes the memory mapping for the shared memory region. The projected goals of this mapping mechanism are to transform from logical to physical
address and to aid security in memory. It also assist shared memory resource management, better way. Both local and global representations of shared data content mapping is important for each site. Here, to access shared memory every time process permits logical address for requesting process, the mapping policy must transform that logical address into an appropriate physical memory location (50). Due to the individual memory reference to memory contents this conversion is simpler where less execution cost and the greater memory performance.
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**Figure 5.11 Memory Mapping Mechanism (49)**

There are two important conditions to be held. Like microprocessors, microcontrollers and older mini and mainframe machines when the logical address space is reduced than the physical address space, memory mapping is required to extend to get desired all physical addresses. The data organization in memory address, calculate the scope of the logical address space. Mapping is also important to protect all logical address corresponds to actual physical address when logical address is created larger than the actual physical address. Without reforming the instruction sets there is no direct method to address this issue still in older architectures, some expertise now authorizations this systems to be committed physically to many times to shared memory. Normally, the address size is restricted by the granularity of the shared data items. Thus, to permit the logical address space to be assigned to a chosen portion of a larger physical address space is the main resolution of a memory mapping mechanism for such a system. (50).
paging, the physical memory of page known as a page frame to which each page is mapped because logical address space is distributed in virtual memory in the form of equal size pages. Every page is prepared in boundary of page frame which is also the boundary in physical memory.

The main improvement of shared variable based virtual memory region is that it is adjacent to the logical address space to be fragmented into several local physical memory space. This guarantees that the sharing of local memory contents to form global virtual address space not having an address overlap between multiple processors. The memory controller often resides a shared data mapping file. In pages, segmentation breakdowns the logical address into several blocks, but does not comprise any particular size or to be mapped into any particular physical frames. By biasing discrete segments physical addresses are acquired. This is utmost expensive in hardware and performance but most flexible to implement. It combines both involves both an additional execution on each memory reference and segment table.

5.3 Basic DSM Algorithms Vs. SDM Algorithm

This section investigates basic four DSM algorithms studied in the past. It will also represent the comparison of basic algorithms and proposed SDM algorithm to manage distributed shared address space inside the distributed architecture (24,51).

The central server strategy in which shared data contents located in one place on the server. The single copy of data preserved and maintained by two possible all access through multiple sites (52). In case of all read and write access demand request is transferred to main server to execute the operation. An algorithm utilizes a simple request and response protocol. The main data server supports response against the read and write operation execution request. The data server performs the demand and responds either with the data item in the circumstance of a read operation or with a response in the event of a write execution. A failure is executed after a limited time out period of no response (53). A request is retransmitted after some time of no response. So, two messages required to execute each access request in the client server algorithm. One is the processor wishing the access to the data
server and the second comprising the data server’s response. It is an appropriate methodology that the server provides a sequence number against a write request by several processors. By providing a sequence number to each write request server preserve a distinguish duplicate communication and acknowledge them properly. Meanwhile, four packets needed, upon each data access request. Two of them are one to send the request and one to receive the response for demanding request and two on the server. A server maintains all data and handle requests centrally so there is a risk of bottleneck of server. A solution is to maintain data on multiple servers instead of one. An access demand by the client computer multicast to all servers. Still, it will not significantly decrease workload on servers, since every server experience overhead of packet event (54). In such case sever load can be distributed to more than one server in the form of fragments and client must programmed to locate correct server for data access. So, partitioning of shared data on multiple server is best which require a simple mapping mechanism to identify the location of data on the server.

The data are constantly shipped to the site where it is accessed in migration algorithm. Since, only the process performing on one site can read or write a certain data item at any one time so It is a ‘single reader/single writer’ (SRSW) protocol mechanism (54). Here, system servers to control shared data in a static size unit called a block Instead of shipping distinct data items between multiple sites. When a process accesses data presently held locally, then no communication cost achieved that is an advantage of migration algorithm. If great locality of reference by application, the cost of data shipping is rewarded over multiple accesses. Meanwhile, it can be possible for pages to thrash between sites with migration algorithm, when a less memory operation between sites and thereby poor performance. Still, to control, thrashing by judiciously assigning data to blocks by program the developer. It can be combined with the virtual memory system of the site operating system if the size of the block is selected equal to the size of a virtual memory is the second profit of this algorithm. It can do mapping into the program’s logical address space and accessed with the normal system directives for accessing memory if a shared memory page is stored locally. A page fault handler, if the
shared data not in blocks trigger a page fault, so that before mapping data into application’s address space the fault handler communicate with the remote site to acquire the data block. The data block is removed from any local address space when a data block is transferred away. By migration request message to all remote sited the locality of a remote data block can be established by multicasting, since more effective approaches are acquired. For example, a server that always knows the location of the data block one can statically allocate each data block to a perform dealing with the server. The data blocks are partitioned to multiple sites to distribute the server workload. To the server of a data block managed by the client and both to govern the present status of the data block and the manager that it will migrate the data block is notified.

The process on one site can access contents limited to an identical block at any specific time is a drawback of the algorithms presented so far. Usually, the value of read execution reduced by read replication because it permits read execution to be simultaneously executed locally with no negation upstairs at different sites. To preserve, update of invalidate replicas consistency write execution converted to most expensive. Still, the percentage of write execution is high in comparison of reads is high extra cost of write may be more than the average cost of read execution. One site both read and write to the shared segment at a time or multiple site read data segment at a time in a read replication algorithm treaded like supplementary to migration algorithm. It is identified as multiple readers/single writer’ (MRSW) replication. A data in a block that is not local, it is essential to fetch from remote sites to first acquire a read only copy of that segment in read execution. To variation to read only the access rights to any writable copy if essential earlier the read execution can complete. A data in a segment in case of write execution if not resident or for which the local site has no write authorization, before write can continue all copies of the similar block detained at remote sites must be invalidated.

In full replication algorithm upon read or write request by site data contents are replicated by the system. The ‘multiple readers/multiple writers’ (MRMW)
protocol addressed by full replication algorithm. Ownership of the data copies, consistent is straight for non replicated algorithms, after that access to data are sequenced specifying the direction they follow at the site where the data is located. To control or order of shared fully replicated data accesses is required to manage enough consistency. To order possible write execution on a replicated shared date is one possible solution to preserve the replicated data consistent. While only read execution compared to the writes that arise locally to the site where the reads are executed is remain consistent. For example, in some multiple processor system cache coherency executed in hardware by write update algorithm to preserve consistency as follows. It read execution ensue local from the cache while to write execution are broadcasted over the network that automatically orders them.

The SDM algorithm can accomplish various read and write with recommended constraints. All actions of the system are managed in cooperation with memory controller, thus less probabilities of inconsistency amongst the sites. Shared data coherency is achieved by using the sequential consistency methodology. A requested shared data are not available to local memory, process send the request to the memory controller. Hence, to preserve coherency of shared data contents memory controller maintains index and the action and data transmission done by write an update between sites. The SDM algorithm provides a large virtual address space and simple to upgrade if change to the distributed system architecture. So, SDM algorithm is less expensive and highly efficient in comparison algorithms studied so far. Shared data are managed in the form of shared variable inside a virtual shared address space which tailored better mechanism of the algorithm. It is quite easy to handle shared variable rather than pages while executing instructions with prescribed manner.

### 5.4 Granularity Structure

There is appropriate format is needed to organize shared contents in virtual address space to make distributed shared memory possible. This section illustrated data unit’s size, which are shared using a global name between multiple sites. So, granularity is the size of data unit available in a shared
memory region. According to size of shared data unit software based DSM categorized into different methods as described earlier. The selected shared variables and data structures used as granularity unit in the proposed architecture. All earlier architectures studied so far using objects and pages as a granularity unit. To share data contents between multiple processor a shared variable and data structure become more structural technique to represent distributed shared memory mechanism
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**Figure 5.12 Process Execution using Remote Data**

The basic conceptions is to let the developer or program to identify variables are to be shared. Here, as Fig. 5.12 processes in the first node execution process which uses remotely located values of variable A, B and C from second and third node. The index or library managed by the memory controller for data available in virtual address space. Fig. 5.12 also designates that how individual process can access virtual address space of the system. In comparison, of page based method is that all shared variables is operated and managed independently, thereby eliminating the possibility of false sharing inside the framework. False sharing is a well-known performance issue on SMP systems, where each processor has a local cache (52). It occurs when threads on different processors modify variables that reside on the same cache line, as illustrated in Fig. 5.12.

This circumstance is called false sharing because each thread is not actually sharing access to the same variable. Access to the same variable, or true sharing, would require programmatic synchronization constructs to ensure ordered data access. False sharing occurs when a process or threads on
different processors modifies the variable’s value that reside in the same location. This invalidates the cache line and forces a memory update to maintain cache coherency.
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Figure 5.13 Two Process Accessing Shared Variables

This approach specifies the programmer to understandably state a number of variables are to be shared with global virtual memory. The shared memory manager then structure these shared variables of that site. By demanding through memory controller all process can access this shared variable reside in the local memory of the remote site. The global name is utilized to recognize this structured shared variable. In Fig. 5.13 illustrated an example of two processes accessing shared variables. It provides a more controlled way of sharing data between multiple computers that is the main advantage of shared variable based memory. Because of difficulty in the program against weak consistency, short of disturbing the too much performance several applications favor the write invalidate arrangement.

5.5 Shared Data Consistency Management

This section investigates and represents consistency mechanism to access shared organization of distributed shared memory. The block of memory consistency architecture manages the block of acceptable memory sequence. If the value returned by a read execution is constantly the value that the programmer expected, then a memory fragment is coherent. To keep track of
memory access order it uses the sequential access model. So, if all the operations by all processors are executed in certain sequential order the result of a transition is the similar and as stated by programmer, system to depict the actions of each individual processor look at the sequence. Here, Fig. 5.14 illustrates the virtual memory transparent view which can access by different process. Fig. 5.15 (a) & (b) describes the sequence of events of consistency mechanism. Entirely processes must perceive the identical direction of memory references.

![Figure 5.14 DSM Transparent View](image)

Figure 5.14 DSM Transparent View

![Figure 5.15 (a) & (b) Sequence of Events in Consistency Mechanism](image)

Figure 5.15 (a) & (b) Sequence of Events in Consistency Mechanism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>W(x)a</th>
<th>W(x)c</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>R(x)a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>R(x)b</td>
<td>W(x)b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>R(x)c</td>
<td>R(x)b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>R(x)a</td>
<td>R(x)b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
So, until all the previous execution has been finished system not permit to initiate memory actions. With an effective and totally broadcast method in this environment, each variable in shared virtual space could be collected more than one division. And an action to the virtually shared data could be broadcasted. To increase speed and decrease idle and waiting time, modern high speed processors often execute operations in a dissimilar order than which is specified by the developer. In systems such as these, the operation is considered correct if the result is the same as one in which the declarations were executed in program order (53).

A processor satisfying this condition is understood to be sequential as illustrated in Fig. 5.16. Given this description, of a correct operation on a uniprocessor, the most natural statement made about multiprocessor operation would be to extend the same condition in a multiprocessor system and describe sequential consistency as a system where the outcome of any operation is the same as if

- The executions of all the processors had been executed in some sequential order and
- The executions of each processor perform in this total ordering in the same order as was specified in its developer.

In other words, the multiprocessor should perform like a multiprogrammed uniprocessor. This is the greatest natural and easily understood hypothesis because it is just an extension of the uniprocessor archetypal, which is well-
understood. Given this method of a system, sequential consistency will be guaranteed if the hardware requirement guarantees that

- Each processor issues memory demands in the order specified by the developer.
- Memory requirements to any discrete memory segment are serviced from a single FIFO queue.

It can be easily perceived that a sequential consistent system can be expressed on all three categories of models introduced earlier. For the class with one global accumulation, the requirement would be that the declarations are executed in program sequence and for the class with multiple memories, the condition would be that whenever a write takes place, the new value of the operand gets spread to all of the location at the same time. For the most common class of models, both of these necessities would be needed.

### 5.6 Global Naming Scheme

In a distributed database system, each database should have a unique global database name. Global database names uniquely identify a database in the system. A primary administration task in a distributed system is managing the creation and alteration of global database names. It is a shared information infrastructure for locating, managing, administering and organizing everyday items and also network resources, which can include volumes, folders, files, printers, users, groups, devices, telephone numbers and other objects. In computing, a directory service or name service is a mapping between the names of resources in a network and their respective network addresses. A directory service is a critical component of a network operating system.

Here, the global naming scheme is used to identify unique data of shared region. So, process wishing to access shared region must use a unique name to identify data. The same way cooperating process will also use a unique name to identify global data. Then usual memory references are utilized to access shared data items as described in section 5.2. A memory controller provides such a service by managing lookup inside system. A directory
service can also define a namespace for the network (54). The namespace is used to assign a name to each of the objects.

Figure 5.17 Data Fetching from Virtual Memory (52)

Directories typically have a set of rules determining how network resources are named and identified, which usually includes a requirement that the identifiers be unique and unambiguous. When using a directory service, a user does not have to remember the physical address of a data or network resource providing a name locates the resource. Some directory services include access control provisions, limiting the availability of directory information to authorized users.

5.7 Cluster Configuration

Computing rapidity isn’t just a suitability. Highly configured computers permit us to answer complex problems and to find resolutions more rapidly, with better correctness and at a lower cost. All this develops up to a reasonable benefit. In the disciplines, this may unpleasant the difference between being the first to not publish and publishing. In commerce, it may govern who is first to the patent office. Traditional high presentation clusters have shown the worth in a diversity of uses from calculating the weather to developed design, from astronomical modeling of molecular dynamics. High performance computing has formed a new methodology of science exhibiting is now a viable and valued alternative to the more outmoded experiential and
theoretical approaches. However, this section does try to explain the language used to design distributed memory system. Here, memory controller operates on single site of available networks. Client machine used to connect to the memory controller site by using the IP address of that node. Memory controller confirms the connection by displaying a message on output terminal. If all client process runs on a single machine than local host will be useful to connect with the memory controller.

Cluster size depends on available network where its require to implement distributed shared memory mechanism. So, if an application requires to run on a local area network than different process may hosted on several machines that can form a specific topology. Software base DSM mechanism is for small scale. After connection with the memory controller machine client can execute read and write operation and exchange shared value by each process. So, cluster configuration depends on availability and application of this system which may be varied according to the design of the network.

When calculating, there are three core methods to refining performance, usage divide the calculation among multiple computers, a better algorithm or use a faster computer. First, consider what you are demanding to calculate. All too often, enhancements in computing hardware are occupied as a license to use less efficient algorithms, to write messy application or to perform redundant or meaningless controls rather than sensibly defining the problem. Selecting suitable algorithms is a significant way to reject instructions and speed up a calculation. The third methodology is parallelism, i.e., executing instructions concurrently. There are a several of ways to accomplish this. At one end of the spectrum, parallelism can be combined into the manner of a single. It’s attractive to think of a cluster as just a bunch of interconnected machines. This will involve determining what roles the individual computer will play and what the interconnecting network will expression like.